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The Farmers’ ForumThe Root of the
/

Censorship
country, a common assertion from press, pulpit and 
platform, is that no classes exist in that country, 
that every man is born “free and equal.”
British workingman is told that he is a “free-born 
Briton.” If that is the case, why does the Socialist 
call the modern wage worker a “wage-slaveÎ” It 
is true that he is not sold on the auction block to the 
highest bidder, but he possesses every other attribute 
of à slave, and if not the property of one man, he is, 
for at least eight hours a day, the property of the

The

The Farmers’ Understanding(The Grain Growers’ Guide.)

BEAT consternation permeated the agrarian 
population of Alberta in the preparation of 
their annual gathering. The 18th January

t ETTERS are coming every day to The Guide,
1 j expressing indignation in regard to the inva- VJT 

sion of private houses, colleges and libraries 
and the seizures of books, pamphlets and papers dis- saw the centre of attraction pulsating with the 
approved of, and condemned by, somebody at Otta- representatives of the forces that are to waylay the 
wa, and also in regard to the sentencing of individ- atrocious monster, and save mankind from destruc- 
uals to long terms of imprisonment for having such tion. The opening day arrived when the saviours, 
books, pamphlets or papers in their possession. Sdme 1,380 strong, congregated for deliberations.. The 
of these raids and sentencings took place only a few outstanding feature of the W. F. A. Convention was 
weeks ago. the desire of the few stage-artists among the dele-

In the editorial under the headline, Violations of gates to make themselves conspicuous in the oratori
cal arena.

capitalist class.
The modern wage-slave sells his labor-power, or 

life-energy to that capitalist who will give him the
no more than ismost for it, and that is generally 

required to maintain him and his family. He can 
only live by selling his labor-power, for the machin- 

of production is possessed by a small minority 
who dictate when he shall work, what he shall pro
duce, and who dispose of his product as they see fit. 
The form of his slavery is somewhat different from 
chattel or feudal slavery, but it contains no less a

Freedom, in The Guide of last week, the demand was 
made for an explanation from Ottawa of these things. ■ Although 203 resolutions were before the Conven- 
It now appears that they were done under a pro- tion, not one could be said to have had any bearing 
vision inserted in the Criminal Code of Canada in on the basic cause of the power in the hands of 
July last. It appears further that the effect of that those that at present enslave the human race, 
addition to the Dominion statute books is to continue one whisper about the abolition of capitalism. Credit 
in the hands of the authorities at Ottawa powers may be given for the standing vote for free speech 
which they had temporarily and for emergency pur- and the freedom of the Press. Credit may also be 
poses under certain war time orders-in-council. given for the return of Wood as President, but

Those orders-in-council, as has been announced by for the class-consciousness of the great aggregate 
proclamation by the Dominion Government, expired present credit cannot be given, as there is none due. 
at midnight on January 31, 1919. But they live ap- A real class-conscious element to make itself felt 
parently in the additions made in July last to the is still absent among farmers. The screen still hangs 
Criminal Code. Here are these additions : that obscures the transformation scene which pro-

97b (1) Any person who prints, publiste^Tdits, vides a clear vision of the new world sought for 
issues, circulates, sells or offers for sale or distribu- among other workers. The farmer s stage is be- 
tion any book, newspaper, periodical, pamphlet, pic- decked with sweet scented roses, the essence of 
ture, paper, circular, card, letter writing, print, which smells sweet to the nostrils of the slow mov- 
publication or document of any kind in which is ing, step-at-a-time group that point the farmers to 
taught advocated, advised or defended, or who shall the hose that will extinguish the fire after the house 
in any manner teach, advocate, or advise, or defend is burned.
the use, without authority of law, of force, violence, Premier Stewart, of Alberta, made the startlmg 
terrorism or physical injury to person or property, admission at the Convention that our house was 
or threats of such injury as a means ,of accomplish- 0n fire and would end in Alin at a not far distant

He warned us that Chinese and Japanese

ery

Not

degree of degradation and misery.
When the Socialist points out the way to end this 

slavery, the charge of “idealist” is thrown at him, 
with the implication that he is a dreamer of beautiful 
dreams, a visionary whose page is directed toward 

far-off Utopia, and who does not take into ac-some
count the practical matters of this practical world. 
Then in the same breath, we are called gross, selfish 
materialists, intent only on the satisfaction of carnal 
desires. In the first case, the charge does not fit the 
Marxian Socialist, and in the second, the word is 
incorrectly used from the standpoint of scientific
terminology.

An idealist is one who believes in the power of 
ideas or reason independent of material conditions, 
and may properly be called impractical because he 
takes no consideration of economic and natural ne
cessity. According to him, reason determines how
men shall live, and men need only to desire a differ- year, and not more than twenty years, 
ent system of society in order to obtain it. (2) Any person who circulates, or attempts to cir- long before Stewart’s day Karl Marx warned us

Materialism is directly the opposite of idealism. culate or distribute any book, newspaper, periodical, that capitalism would end in an international ca am- 
Mariian Socialists, who are necessarily materialsts, pamphlet, picture, paper, circular, card, letter, writ- ity. And in 1848 he m^d® t e pr°n°^e™e° ,J\ 

nhold the theory that men reason and act accord- - ing, print publication or document of any kind, as the workers should unite the world over and burst
uphold the theory that men reaso described in this section by mailing the same or cans- the chains that bind them as slaves to a master,
ing to the way in which they live, according th<$ same t0 be maiied or posted in any post But Marx did not specify any single race or group
method of production and distribution that prevails ^ ^ other mail receptacle in Canada, of workers. By his reasoning, when capitalism ma
st a given time, which is itself to an extent deter- ^ ^ guüty 0’f an offence, and shall be liable to tured, it would produce two distinct classes, the 
mined by differences in climate or by the amount or imprisonment for not less than one year and not capitalist-class and the working-class Present day

-r;irr—-
power, because they are at that point the eq p * periodicaL pamphlet, picture, paper, circular, ing themselves, and among them, the Socia ists are
ped class to serve the needs of society. card ietterj writing, print, publication or document forging the weapons that are strongest m the fig

word is more in need of the light of ^ ’ kin’d as desCribed in this section shall be for the emancipation from enslavement of the work-
definition than the word “Socialist.” A dozen dif- ilty of an offence, and shall be liable to imprison- ers as a whole. Economic classes are “el°S he 
ferent individuals, possessing different methods of ment for not less than one year and not more than wherever possible; colleges are being instituted an

some are now in use in large centres, inese wage
introduced in the slaves are teaching themselves History, Economics 

and the Sciences generally. A scientific educational 
is the strongest weapon that can be in the

ing any governmental, industrial or economic date; 
change, or otherwise, shall be guilty of an offence labor-power could be produced cheaper than Cana- 
and liable to imprisonment for not less than one dian labor-power, and said that the cheapest com

modity always conquered the world’s market. But

Perhaps no

viewing life and seeking different forms of society, twenty years, 
through altogether different means, cannot all be The foregoing clauses were 
o • t onxrhnrlv who has a kick to make at Hoiise at Ottawa on June 27 last, by Mr. Meighen, as..—,h

for running society, is called a Socialist. regigned from Parliament, protested that there Now, Mr. Farmer, you are being stuffed with sen-
of distinction, the terms Christian , criminal, intent before there can be a timental dope and political and economic piffle y

who do not understand anything of the measure

scheme
For purpose
Socialist, Utopian Socialist, Reform Socialist, Parlia- crime) and urged that the proposed additions to the men
ipntarv Socialist Marxian Socialist, etc., have come Criminal Code be altered so as to make it possible 0f those values you produce. You may be aston- 

mentary Socialist, Marxian 6,0 a ’ • V accused under certain of the specifics- ished at being told that before you can accomplish
yet the on y possi e pom tions such as in regard to circulation of, or sending anything on your own behalf, you must follow along

dUtera“ ,0™ ,’u=h pn=,.d matter,dear himself ty shewing the same „r similar line, for yen- own education a,
of society. - that he had no knowledge of the character of the the wage-workers have followed in theirs. With au

methods ot attaining g for the Government, would not agree. “I fear,” 0f the fundamentals of present-day society.
... .„ . he said “that if the suggestion is accepted, it is go- a lesson from the wage-slave s educational program

A reading of the Communist Manifesto is r tQ defeat the law >. And so the provisions, as and study your position in society through his
mended for a detailed idea as to their differences. poged> were added without change to the Grim- method.
Suffice it here to say, that the Marxian Socialist is Code
the only one who can properly be called a Socialist, The authorities at Ottawa, it would appear, thus 
for his method of analyzing history is the only cout;nue to have the power they created by orders- 
sound method, and his goal, the co-operative com- in-council during the war, of banning books, pamph- 
monwealth is firmly in accord with the natural lets, papers and other publications which are pi ge 
evolution of economic and social forces. . „

into use,
tween any of these is the desire for
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procedure necessary apparently, is to convince 
magistrate that there is ground for belief that 

in there is such printed matter on the premises in ques
tion.
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